Abstract
Current numerical methods for simulating biogeochemical processes in aquatic 70 environments are typically constructed in a grid-based Eulerian framework. Equations for 71 the time evolution of state variables of the biophysical model include advection and 72 diffusion terms which depend on hydrodynamic variables, as well as source and sink 73 terms representing growth, decay, and interaction with other biogeochemical variables. 74
The property concentration fields ( , = 1,2,3 ….) are often calculated using a set of 75 advection-diffusion equations: 76
where D is the total water depth, , , and are the x, y, and components of the water 78 velocity, is the vertical thermal diffusion coefficient, is the horizontal diffusion 79 term, and , and , represents the sources and sinks of , respectively, due 80 to the biological processes which are typically described using a set of biological process 81 equations. This approach has been widely used in coastal and ocean modeling 82 communities [e.g. Chen et al. 2008; Xue et al. 2009; Feddersen et al. 2016; Jiang et al., 83 2018] . 84 85 A major practical challenge is that the biological submodel often involves a large group 86 of parameters for calibration and confirmation which requires a considerable amount of 87 computational time to tune the model. As shown in Equation 1, tuning the simulation of 88 biological processes (e.g. changes in parameterization, initial and boundary conditions) 89 requires a complete time integration of the entire equation so that the impact of physical 90 process (advection and diffusion) on the biological properties can be properly 91 incorporated. However, the biophysical process is generally not two-way coupled. In 92 other words, one can often assume that changes in biological processes (in our case, the 93 resulting changes in NPZD property concentration) do not affect the hydrodynamic 94 condition (currents, temperature, mixing, etc.) . This indicates that there may be a more 95 computationally efficient approach to resolve the impact of hydrodynamics on the 96 biological processes rather than directly integrate Equation 1 every time the biological 97 submodel is tuned. 98
99
The PCPM is developed to test the feasibility of an alternative strategy to grid-based 100 approaches for linking hydrodynamic and biogeochemical models that may reduce the 101 problems mentioned above. Instead of grid-based, time-averaging of hydrodynamic 102 variables, the hydrodynamic model is used to calculate the Lagrangian trajectories of a 103 large number of current-following tracer particles; these trajectories become the linking 104 mechanism between the hydrodynamic model and the biogeochemical model. In hybrid 105
Lagrangian-Eulerian PCPM, each current-following tracer particle carries with it a 106 number of time-varying properties which correspond to the state variables of the 107 biogeochemical model. The PCPM also employs its own horizontal grid system or series 108 of regions which is independent of the hydrodynamic model grid and is used to calculate 109 local average values of the particle-based properties. These cell-based properties allow all 110 particles within a PCPM cell to influence the properties of other particles within the same 111 cell or region and allow for display and analysis of biogeochemical fields. 112
113
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows: Details of PCPM are 114 described in section 2. The results and discussion of two idealized experiments are 115 presented in section 3. The application of PCPM to Sandusky Bay is presented in section 116 4. A discussion and summary of the PCPM is concluded in section 5. 117 118 2. Methods 119 120
In this implementation of PCPM, particle trajectories are pre-computed based on the 121 output of a hydrodynamic model and are independent of the particle properties. An initial 122 particle density (i.e., total number of particles / volume of computational domain) is 123 selected and particles are randomly distributed throughout the computational domain. 124
Particles are not allowed to leave the computational domain except at hydrodynamic 125 outflows. At hydrodynamic inflows, new particles are introduced with the same density 126 as the initial distribution. The total number of active particles is not strictly preserved, but 127 if there is a net balance of hydrodynamic inflows and outflows, the total number of 128 Any suitable method can be used to generate the Lagrangian particle trajectories. 136
Typically, the trajectories are calculated from a time integration of the Lagrangian 137 equations of motion: 138
where (x,y,z) is the particle's position in 3 dimensions, (u,v,w) is the local fluid velocity 140 vector, and t is time. For the two idealized examples presented in this paper, the 141 trajectories are calculated semi-analytically from a simple, idealized flow field. The third, 142 more realistic example, demonstrates the use of a full hydrodynamic model of a natural 143 basin (i.e., Sandusky Bay) to compute currents and trajectories. 144 145 PCPM uses a computational grid system which is independent of the grid system used to 146 compute currents for particle trajectories. The PCPM computational cells are used to 147 define regions in which the properties carried by the particles are allowed to interact with 148 one another. In this respect, PCPM is similar to the classic Particle-in-Cell (PIC) method 149 with PM (particle-mesh) interactions. PIC methods can also be mesh-independent by 150 allowing direct particle-particle (PP) interactions, or a combination of PM and PP 151 [Harlow 1964; Harlow 1988; Hockney and Eastwood 1981; Grigoryev et al. 2002] . In 152 PCPM, a basic simplifying assumption is that only particles within a single PCPM cell 153 are allowed to interact, such as the PIC PM method. The advantage of this approach is 154 that it is conceptually intuitive to implement and computationally efficient to program. properties, if necessary) using the process equations defined for that property. 165 6. Redistribute cell-based properties to particles within each cell by replacing the 166 particle-based property with a weighted average of the particle-based property and 167 the new cell-based property. 168
169
Note that all steps except 3 and 5 are independent of the specific problem, i.e., they will 170 be carried out the same way no matter how many properties are attached to the particles 171 or what those properties represent. More importantly, steps 1 and 2 only need to be run 172 once regardless of modifications in biological processes at the later stage. These are two 173 of the key designs of PCPM for the enhanced computational efficiency. 174
175
Consider each of these steps in detail: 176 1. Read particle locations (x, y, z) and temperature. This step simply updates the 177 location of each particle that is being used in the computation. Figure 1 is a 178 conceptual representation of a PCPM computational cell, Particles (m1, m2, m3, 179 …) move in and out of the cell at each PCPM time step based on their trajectories 180 as computed from the hydrodynamic model. The total number of particles for a 181 particular computation is assumed to be fixed for the duration of the computation, 182 although some particles may enter or leave the PCPM domain during the 183 computation. Water temperature or other physical properties from the 184 hydrodynamic calculation can be stored along with the pre-computed particle 185 trajectories and can be included as one of the properties (P1, P2, P3, …) carried 186 by the particle. 187 2. Determine the PCPM cell for each particle. In Figure 1 , the PCPM cell is 188
represented by the enclosing rectangle. The PCPM domain need not coincide with 189 the domain that was used for the hydrodynamic simulation and computation of 190 particle trajectories. It can be regular or irregular, as long as there is a prescribed 191 method to calculate which PCPM cell contains a prescribed particle position (x, y, 192 z) . The PCPM cells are the volumes within which particle properties can interact, 193 that is, during a single time step, all particles within a PCPM cell can influence 194 the evolution of particle properties within that cell, but are independent of other 195 cells. 196 3. Apply boundary conditions to any particle-based properties that require them. If 197 there is a property (e.g., concentration of a dissolved nutrient) that needs to be 198 specified as a boundary condition, then particles within the cell where the 199 boundary condition needs to be applied will have that property adjusted to meet 200 the boundary condition. For example, in a cell that is associated with an inflow to 201 the domain, the properties that are being carried into the domain through the 202 inflow are adjusted to take account of the change in that property for particles 203 within that cell. Alternatively, if particles from the hydrodynamic-based trajectory 204 calculation are entering a PCPM cell, the values of the associated properties for 205 each particle need to be specified. 206 properties if necessary) using the process equation defined for that property. The 216 process equations can incorporate terms which depend on either particle-based or 217 cell-based properties, or both, i.e., 218 In PCPM, diffusion is provided mainly by particle trajectories, although the cell-based 250 averaging of particle properties and the (optional) redistribution of cell-based properties 251 to particles within the cell can also act as diffusive terms. To demonstrate the effect of 252 particle trajectory diffusion on particle properties, we constructed a 500 m wide x 2000 m 253 long channel divided into 10 m square cells (Fig. 2 ). Particles were introduced at random 254 locations along the center 400 m section of the left edge of the channel at the rate of 255 100/sec. The particles were assigned an along-channel velocity of 2 m/sec. Horizontal 256 diffusion was added using a random-walk perturbation to the particle trajectories of 257 2 2 ∆ in both cross-channel and long-channel directions. Here, is a uniformly 258 distributed random number in the range [-1,1] , is the horizontal diffusion coefficient 259 Since this implementation of PCPM does not allow the properties carried by the particles 296 to influence particle trajectories, the question arises of how to simulate the vertical 297 transport of a property when the vertical transport depends on the property itself, such as 298 sediment settling or biologically generated buoyancy. In PCPM, the answer is simply to 299 solve the vertical transport at the PCPM cell-based Eulerian framework in step 5 as a 300 traditional cell-based method. Interaction of particle properties with adjacent cell 301 averages is technically not allowed in the basic PCPM framework, but an exception is 302 made in this case. The vertical advection-diffusion equation for sediment concentration is 303
shown below 304
where is the bulk settling velocity of the suspended material and is the vertical 306 diffusion coefficient. 307
308
Since vertical diffusion is already included in the particle trajectories, PCPM only needs 309 to consider the first term on the right-hand side of (7) to account for the additional 310 vertical transport that depends on the property itself. To implement this term in PCPM, 311 the process equation for a particle carrying a property Cm in vertical cell k looks like 312
where ( ) is the average concentration in vertical cell k, ( ) is the average 314 concentration in the next higher vertical cell, and ∆ is the spacing between the centers of 315 the cells. For particles in the top cell (k=0), we set 316
317 and for particles in the bottom cell (k=kmax), we set 318 Additionally, some cyanobacteria species produce a toxin, such as microcystin, which 359 affects the nervous system, liver, and kidney further impeding aquatic organisms and 360
humans. 361 362
Situated on Lake Erie's southwestern coast is the focus of this study, Sandusky Bay (Fig.  363   5 ). Sandusky Bay borders Ohio's Ottawa, Erie, and Sandusky counties. Each of which 364 relies heavily on Sandusky Bay. From a physical aspect, Sandusky Bay is relatively 365 shallow bay with an average depth of roughly 2.6 meters as well as occupying a relatively 366 small area [Davis et al. 2015] . The primary draining watershed to Sandusky Bay is 367 originates from the Sandusky River on the west end of the bay. The Sandusky River 368 drains a 1,420 square mile area; of which, over 80% is dedicated to agricultural 369 production [US. EPA, 2017] . This largely agricultural watershed leads to high nitrogen 370 and phosphorus entering Sandusky Bay. Combining these high nutrient loads with the 371 physical aspects leads to very high concentrations of nitrogen and phosphorus within 372 Sandusky Bay, thus resulting in these cyanobacteria blooms (Planktothrix agardhii) 373 [Davis et al., 2015; Salk et al., 2018] 
Hydrodynamic Model 391
The hydrodynamic model used in this study is FVCOM (Finite Volume Community 392 Ocean Model) [Chen et al., 2007] . FVCOM is an unstructured-grid, finite-volume, three-393 dimensional (3-D) primitive equation ocean model with a generalized, terrain-following 394 coordinate system in the vertical and a triangular mesh in the horizontal. The unstructured 395 grid can be designed to provide a customized variable resolution to both coastline and 396 bathymetry. With the merits of ideal geometric fitting and local refinement of mesh 397 resolution, FVCOM has been used in numerous applications to estuaries, coastal oceans, 398 and the Great Lakes [Yang et al., 2013; Xue et al., 2015; Anderson et al., 2016; Xue et al. 399 2017; Khangaonkar et al., 2018 , Ye et al., 2018 . These characteristics make the model 400 well suited for the study of Sandusky Bay. al. [1980] and Nicklisch et al. [2007] . Also, the light attenuation functions are adjusted to 434 Rowe et al. (2017) . 435
439 440 where , are the initial linear slope at low irradiance and the negative slope at the 441 high irradiance that characterizes photoinhibition [Fahnenstiel, et al. 1989 ] , is the 442 maximum potential growth rate, and is the light intensity. The nutrient threshold 443 represents the pool of nutrient that was assumed to be biologically unavailable. and 444 are the optimal growth temperature and minimal growth temperature, respectively. 445 is the light attenuation coefficient that accounts for the impact of water turbidity, 446 phytoplankton, and detritus on the light attenuation. Model parameterization is based on 447 literature review [Fahnenstiel et al.,1989; Nicklisch et al. 2007; Luo et al. 2012 be discerned from the fact that the eigenvalues have a positive real part [Edwards et al. 459 2000] . However, at unstable mid-depths the fields return to equilibrium, as a damped 460 oscillator due to vertical mixing, consistent with complex eigenvalues from linear 461 stability analysis [Edwards et al. 2000] . 462 463
Results 464
Before examining the impact of physical transport on the biological dynamics, we first 465 validate the representation of advection-diffusion in PCPM. The river plume is simulated 466 using the conventional soluble-tracer model based on Equation 1 and PCPM model for 467 plume modeling (Fig. 9) . It is clear that the plumes simulated using the two methods 468 Figure 10 . The simulation 479 using NPZD standalone model without resolving the transport processes shows a large 480 discrepancy from observational data (Fig. 10, upper panels) . The model completely fails 481 to capture both the timing and magnitude of the blooms. On the other hand, after the 482 impact of advective processes is resolved using PCPM, the model accurately depicts the 483 magnitude of the chlorophyll peak in mid-August. Although further development of the 484 NPZD is certainly necessary to resolve the onset and variability of the algal blooms, it is 485 beyond the scope of this work, which focuses on demonstrating the feasibility of linking 486 hydrodynamic effects and biological processes through the PCPM in a 487
Lagrangian/Eulerian framework. The further development of the biological model and its 488 application to the mechanisms study for the HABs in Sandusky Bay will be presented in 489 a companying paper. 490 491
Summary and Conclusions 492
In this paper, we describe a novel method by integrating a property-carrying particle 493 model (PCPM) and an Eulerian concentration biological model for ecosystem modeling. 494
The model is tested in idealized cases and its utility is demonstrated in a practical 495 application to Sandusky Bay. The novelty of this new technique lies in its integration of 496 hydrodynamic effects via the property-carrying particle tracking model and Eulerian grid-497 based biological modeling approach. Overall, there are several advantages of the PCPM 498 over traditional Eulerian-based tracer approaches. The PCPM is simpler to implement 499 and more efficient as it does not need to solve the advection-diffusion equation. Instead, 500 the PCPM uses pre-computed particle trajectories to resolve the hydrodynamic condition 501 based on currents from a hydrodynamic model. This means that the hydrodynamic model 502 only needs to be run once giving one the ability to run different biological scenarios for 503 the same physical characteristics; ultimately saving significant computational time. 504 505 For example, 1-year hydrodynamic simulation with the particle tracking model in 506 Sandusky Bay case takes 5 day to complete using 64 CPUs. Once the hydrodynamic 507 simulation is done, the PCPM can complete its 1-year river plume simulation using the 508 particle trajectories as input within 10 minutes using a single CPU while it takes 12 hours 509 for soluble-tracer model to complete the same simulation using 32 CPUs. In the PCPM 510 framework, the hydrodynamics and associated water transport and mixing represented by 511 particle trajectories are "reserved" and not affected by biochemical properties. In other 512 words, it only takes another 10 minutes to run the PCPM for a different set of parameters 513 and property configurations. This is extremely useful during the model calibration and or 514 ensemble simulations. Such a high level of efficiency is not available from tracer-based 515 models because one will have to re-run the soluble-tracer model for any change in 516 parameter configuration or estimation of different property concentration. In addition, 517 the PCPM is capable of providing comparable simulation results to the soluble-tracer 518 model, although the global and local mass conservation is not strictly preserved with 519 finite particles. Above all, it is the PCPM's computational efficiency and coupling 520 flexibility which makes it an attractive alternative method to the traditional approach. 521 
